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3 Design Classic Characteristics
Effortless perception.
The sheet wood is shaped in a state
of flow, but is still maintaining a static perception. The chair is consistent
of two symmetrical halves - allowing
for an easily perceptible shape.
Thought provoking posture.
As an observer you might start to
wonder about the actual posture
of the chair - it is not immediately
obvious what forces are at work.
Will the points that are meeting the
ground spread or pinch? Will the
seat fold or collapse? Is the support rod pushing or pulling? These
questions make the observer want to
interact with the stool, and go from
being an observer to a user.
Respectfully created
The stool is through its form showing
quite clearly how much care and
consideration that went into its creation. It is respecting the direction of
the wood and is elegantly using the
process of shaping sheets of wood
to the fullest, whilst still maintaining an elegant and unique form.
The integration of an - in this case
foreign - manufacturing technique
is elegantly combined with the form
language and cultural heritage of
the designers home country. With
the design of this stool - just like
the written japanese language - a
mistreated curve would immediately
change the meaning of the product.

Butterfly stool - Sori Yanagi 1954

For the creation / modification
To integrate the previous aspects we wanted
to scale back the chair and challenge the
dynamics and posture of the garden chair.
Aligning the curve of the backrest and the
armrest will calm the perception of the chair,
and give the perception of less manipulation
and making the main outline more clearly
perceivable.
WIth that in mind we decided to integrate
the mirroring of the butterfly chair. Making
the chair mirrored on the horizontal plane
will give way for new questions. Is it also
possible to flip it around? What parts will
offer flex? Is it entirely rigid? This will again
engage the observer and make the passer-by
an interactor.
The butterfly stool is paying a lot of homage to its japanese shinto roots, both in its
shape and the mindset through which it was
created. After some feedback pointing us
in this direction, we wanted to explore how
the same concept, but recontextualised to
sweden, would manifest itself.
The white monobloc chair could be argued
to be, in material, shape and function, the
ultimate furniture for the masses.

At a manufacturing price at around 3 dollars, this has become a globally ubiquitous
chair.
Looking into our own culture, we would argue that the swedish pinnstol is the traditional equivalent. It has become a symbol for the
swedish furniture manufacturing in Småland.
This is where we got the inspiration for the
cylindrical back support structure made of
wood.

Manufacturing/modification
When it comes to plastic, the equivalent of
the slow thoughtful process of steam bending
wood would be a slow melt bending un der
tension. This process proved to be a challenge, and had to be supported by fastening
the backrest to a integrated wooden support
structure.
After which we cut off the legs and the backrest of both chairs. The chairs would have
to be fused together, the back was bent and
pine rods treated with sugi-ban was put in as
a new backrest and seat support structure.
The two halves are rigidly fastened together
in the front, but just held shut in the back
- since the support of the wooden beam is
actually not rigid - but adapts to the shifting
weight once you sit on it.

